Concurrent spinal schwannoma and meningioma mimicking a single cervical dumbbell-shaped tumor: case report
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Dumbbell-shaped tumors consisting of 2 different tumors are extremely rare. Herein, the authors present a case of concurrent spinal schwannoma and meningioma mimicking a single cervical dumbbell-shaped tumor. A 64-year-old man presented with a 5-year history of gradually exacerbating left occipital pain without clinical evidence of neurofibromatosis. Magnetic resonance imaging showed an extradural tumor along the left C-2 nerve root with a small intradural component. The tumor was approached via a C-1 hemilaminectomy. The intradural tumor was resected together with the extradural tumor after opening the dura mater. The intradural tumor was attached to the dura mater around the exit point of the C-2 nerve root. Intraoperative biopsy revealed that the extradural tumor was a schwannoma and that the intradural tumor was a meningioma. The dura mater adjacent to the tumor was then coagulated and resected. Postoperative pathological examination confirmed the same diagnoses with no evidence of continuity between the intra- and extradural components. The patient’s postoperative clinical course was uneventful. Clinicians should be aware that cervical dumbbell-shaped tumors can consist of 2 different tumors.
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Dumbbell-shaped tumors are relatively common and account for 18% of spinal cord tumors. In the cervical spine, 50% of all tumors are dumbbell shaped and schwannoma is the most common cause. However, dumbbell-shaped tumors consisting of 2 different tumors are extremely rare. Herein, we present a case of concurrent extradural schwannoma and intradural meningioma mimicking a single cervical dumbbell-shaped tumor. Intraoperative biopsy from the extra- and intradural components was useful to determine the appropriate surgical treatment.

Case Report

History and Presentation

A 64-year-old man presented with a 5-year history of gradually exacerbating left occipital pain. Neurological examination did not reveal any neurological deficit, except for increased tendon reflexes in the right upper limb and both lower limbs. No subcutaneous nodules were observed, and the patient’s vesicorectal function was normal. There was no family history of neurofibromatosis.

Magnetic resonance imaging showed a dumbbell-shaped lesion involving the left C-2 nerve root and compressing the cervical spinal cord (Fig. 1). Gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted MRI showed a thickened ventral dura mater (Fig. 1C), suggesting the presence of intradural tumor. However, preoperative MRI could not differentiate the intradural tumor from the extradural tumor. No other spinal or intracranial tumors were observed.

Operative Procedure

The tumor was approached via a C-1 hemilaminectomy. The extradural tumor was dissected just distal to its transition from the normal nerve root. Intraoperative ultrasonography showed an additional intradural component,
which was then inspected after opening the dura mater, revealing that it was firmly attached to the ventral dura mater around the C-2 nerve root exit and did not appear to arise from the C-2 nerve root filaments (Fig. 2). The intradural tumor was resected together with the extradural tumor; there was no macroscopic continuity between the 2 tumors. The extradural tumor appeared as a homogeneous, soft, white-yellow, and encapsulated mass. The intradural tumor appeared as a homogeneous, firm, white-yellow, and globular mass. The intraoperative pathological report showed that the extradural tumor was a schwannoma and the intradural tumor was a meningioma. We therefore coagulated and resected the adjacent dura mater. The dural defect was repaired using a 0.3-mm-thick expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) surgical membrane (GORE PRECLUDE MVP Dura Substitute, W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.).

Pathological Findings

The extradural tumor showed fascicular proliferation of spindle-shaped tumor cells with nuclear palisading (Fig. 3A). Cystic changes and hemosiderin deposits were occasionally observed. Both the dorsal nerve root ganglion and normal nerve root were observed at both ends. Immunohistochemically, the tumor cells were diffusely positive for S100 protein. Thus, the extradural tumor was diagnosed as schwannoma.

The specimens from the intradural component showed proliferation of oval-shaped tumor cells with scattered psammoma bodies (Fig. 3B). There were no schwannoma cells and tumor cell invasion of the nerve fibers. Immuno-
histochemically, the tumor cells were completely negative for S100 protein. Thus, the intradural tumor was diagnosed as meningioma.

The resected dura mater was free from tumor cells, and the pathological examinations did not show evidence of continuity between the extra- and intradural components.

Postoperative Course

The postoperative course was uneventful, and the patient’s occipital pain improved immediately after surgery. Six months after surgery, the patient had no clinical symptoms related to the tumor, and MRI showed no tumor recurrence (Fig. 4).

Discussion

This case highlights 2 important issues. First, concurrent schwannoma and meningioma can occur at the same nerve root, mimicking a single cervical dumbbell-shaped tumor. Second, the intraoperative biopsy from both extra- and intradural components was useful to determine the optimal surgical procedure.

The pathomechanism of concurrent schwannoma and meningioma occurring at a single nerve root is unclear. Several possible hypotheses have been postulated. The first is that the preexisting extradural schwanna alters the microenvironment, facilitating the development of intradural meningioma.\(^5,12\) In relation to this hypothesis, we have to consider the differential diagnosis for reactive meningothelial hyperplasia that may be caused by a preexisting tumor, such as pilocytic astrocytoma.\(^11,13,14\) However, most cases of reactive meningothelial hyperplasia are detected only by microscopy and have multicentric growth patterns with discontinuous patches of hyperplastic nest.\(^11\) In contrast, in our case, the intradural tumor was a single tumor that was easily discernible macroscopically. Thus, we believe that the intradural tumor represents meningioma, but not meningothelial hyperplasia.

The second hypothesis is that 2 different tumors differentiate from common progenitor cells.\(^1,3,5,6\) Schwannomas are neuroectodermal tumors that are thought to arise from Schwann cells of dorsal nerve roots, whereas meningomas are mesodermal tumors that are thought to arise from the arachnoid membrane. However, some authors have postulated that schwannoma and meningioma cells arise from the same mesenchymal cell.\(^5,12\) It is possible that the present case exhibited a multidirectional growth potential of progenitor cells. The third hypothesis is that 2 different tumors develop contiguously at the same place coincidentally\(^3\) because both schwannoma and meningioma are relatively common.

In the present case, intraoperative biopsy from both the extra- and intradural components provided critical information for appropriate surgical treatment. We presumed preoperatively that the tumor was a single schwannoma originating from the left C-2 nerve root and did not expect coexistence with another tumor. When the intraoperative biopsy revealed that the intradural tumor was a meningioma, we were able to add the surgical procedures of coagulating and resecting the dura mater to prevent recurrence.\(^9\) Thus, even if the tumor appears as a single dumbbell-shaped tumor, intraoperative biopsy samples from both extra- and intradural components should be analyzed to provide appropriate treatment, especially when continuity between the 2 components is ambiguous.

Conclusions

Concurrent schwannoma and meningioma can present as a single cervical dumbbell-shaped tumor. Intraoperative biopsy from both intra- and extradural components is useful for surgical decision making. We must be aware that a cervical dumbbell-shaped tumor can consist of 2 different tumors. Further reports should be accumulated to elucidate the pathogenesis of 2 different tumors occurring at the same nerve root.
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